(Received for publication, February 23, 1960) The only differences in antigenic specificity between individuals of the same animal species which were known before the work to be reported in this paper (1) (2) (3) (4) concerned mainly red blood cell groups. The cellular antigens involved, or rather those in which the chemical nature is known, are essentially polysaccharides. Other individual differences which have been detected have involved antigens of unknown chemical nature. Such differences are thought to explain the phenomenon of homograft rejection; some light has recently been thrown on the chemical nature of the antigens concerned in this phenomenon (5) . Antigenic differences of this kind were also described in 1943 in the reaction of human sera with rabbit immune sera (6) . In this case, not only the chemical nature of the antigens involved was ,m~nown, but the authors did not conclude whether the origin of the concerned antigens was endogenous or exogenous.
The antigenic specificity of each of the blood serum proteins was logically considered to be uniform in all the normal individuals of the same animal species. This opinion could no longer be accepted after it had been demonstrated that (a) it was possible to elicit the appearance, in a rabbit serum, of large amounts of precipitating antibody which reacted with sera of other rabbits, and (b) that the reacting antigen, being sometimes an antibody, was necessarily a protein (2) . In order to account for these reactions between rabbit immune sera and rabbit serum proteins, it might have been imagined that at least one protein antigen precipitated by the antibodies in the serum of a portion of the rabbits was totally different from all the serum protein antigens of the other rabbits. It was, however, found more reasonable to assume that at least one serum protein antigen was constant in the main portion of its antigenic structure throughout the rabbit species, but that small differences in its structure from one individual to another were responsible for both the immunization of rabbits and specific precipitation. Such was the author's working hypothesis which later work has experimentally confirmed (4, 7) . To designate these serum protein forms which were found to be in part different 107
in their antigenic make up from one individual to another in the same animal species, the term "allotype ''1 was used. The observations that lead the author to the notion of allotypy were confirmed by other authors in work using, for the immunization of the rabbits, either specific precipitate containing rabbit antibodies (similar to those of this author) or whole rabbit serum, with the same suitable adjuvants (8, 9) . Additional similar observations were also reported (10) . It is very likely that recent work concerning human serum protein (11, 12) involve phenomena analogous to those analyzed in the present work even though the origin of the reagents (pathological human serum) and the type of reaction (inhibition of agglutination) differ. Although differences in antigenic specificity necessarily involve differences in structure, differences in protein structure do not necessarily manifest themselves by detectable differences in antigenic specificity, but sometimes only by other signs. In spite of the lack of direct relationship with the present work, it might be mentioned that such was the case with hemoglobins and of the differences of affinity for oxygen and carbon monoxide (13) ; structural differences between hemoglobins, their genetic transmission, and their pathological consequences have been thoroughly studied in well known research (14) (15) (16) . Such was also the case with serum proteins of the a-globulin fraction, termed haptoglobins because of their property of binding hemoglobin (17) . These had been considered uniform until recent work using starch gel electrophoresis permitted the detection of their variability (18) . Another example is the differences found in the crystalline form and electrophoretic mobility of cow/3-lactoglobulin (19) .
It was necessary to establish a list of the detected allotypes and to discuss their individuality before studying their possible relationships of different kinds. This will be the subject of the present paper. A particular feature of the antigen-antibody reactions to be discussed in this paper is that almost all reactants were contained in rabbit sera. Some confusion may arise from this situation. In order to avoid it as much as possible, the term immune serum or antiserum will be reserved for those sera which participate in the reaction through the antibodies that they contain. The sera which participate in the reaction through their antigens or allotypes will be merely called sera (even if they themselves contain precipitating antibodies).
Techniques
Immuniza~ior~.--A large number of rabbits, chosen at random from a population of varied origin, were injected with material prepared in the following way. An immune serum of one rabbit (less frequently a mixture of immune sera of several rabbits) and a homologous or heterologous antigen or mixture of antigens were mixed at room temperature and then allowed to stand for 2 days at 0-4°C. The resulting precipitate was centrifuged in the cold (0-4°C.) and washed in the cold 8 to 12 times in 0.15 ~ NaC1. The chosen amount of precipitate suspended in the desired volume of 0.15 u saline was emulsified in an equal volume of mineral oil mixed with arlacel A and killed BCG, according to the method of Freund (20) . A 
bfg abe a/ dig * Either immune serum of one rabbit (1) or mixture of immune sera of several rabbits (M 3, M 5).
Rabbits whose immune sera were used for the preparation of the specific precipitates which were injected into the immunized rabbits.
§ HS, human serum. See reference 26. ¶When the concentrations of the antibodies against several allotypes were largely different, the symbol of the allotype against which the antibody was the most concentrated has been written in heavy print. volume of 3 to 5 ml. of the stable emulsion was injected into rabbits under the scapula. The amounts of precipitate injected were not determined with precision but were usually in the approximate range of 5 rag. Many immune sera were prepared, but only those that are mentioned in the text will be described in Table L Two injections were made, the amount of the second injection being usually 1.5 to 2 times that of the first one and given about 6 weeks after the first. The rabbits were bled 30 to 50 days after the second injection. The immune sera were Seitz-filtered and stored in the cold (0-4°C.) after adding merthiolate to a final concentration of I:5000. Each of the immune sera listed in Table I has been allowed to react in gel tubes (simple diffusion) with sera of 50 unimmunized rabbits. Reactions of 9 immune sera with 25 normal sera are shown in Fig. 3 . necessary to determine which allotypes were present in the immune serum of] a rabbit of which no serum taken before the immunization was available. In such a case, this immune serum was poured above the gel which contained another immune serum. It may be mentioned in this regard that thc allotypes to be studied in this paper were used in excess in the presence of the homologous antibodies. Thus the precipitation zones observed in the gel were due to allotypes diffusing from the upper layer. If, on the contrary, some of the antibodics in the upper and liquid layer had been in cxcess toward the homologous allotype in thc gel, the resulting zone would have been easily recognized because of its particular aspect (see rcfcrencc 22, Fig. 2 ). The tubes, placed at a nearly constant temperature (close to 19°C.), were photographed (magnification 2) after 7 days (exceptionally 8 days, Fig. 3 , rows f, g and b, f, g). The principle of the reactions in cells with parallel walls was previously described (23) but the use of these cells was made much easier and more flexible since Bussard (24) proposed the following procedure for making these cells in the laboratory. A shcct of a pliant material (rubber or plastic) of uniform thickness (0.6 to I ram.) is cut out in the shape of an open rectangle (.4, B, C, D in Fig. I ), each side of this rectangle being at least 2 cm. in width. Glass plates are cut out of the same size as the external limits of the rectangle. Mter a careful cleaning (sulfochromic mixture or detergents), rinsing, and drying, a few drops of 0.3 per cent agar are smeared on one side of these glass plates, and rapidly dried. The glass plates are then laid on each side of the pliant sheet previously smeared on its external half with a thin layer of silicone grease, the agar-coated sides of both plates facing each other. the cell is thus built of its three parts and may be held together with clamps3 Each reagent is mixed with agar (final agar concentration 0.8 to 1 per cent) immediately before use, and maintained at a temperature close to 48°C. When simple diffusion is wanted, with the cell lying vertically with points C and D, horizontal, immune serum mixed in agar is poured up to the desired level as noted by 1 in Fig. 1 and allowed to gel. Then with the cell laying vertically on its side with points B and C, horizontal, a first antigen solution with agar (in the following experiments, a rabbit serum) is poured as noted by 2 in the figure, care being taken that the pipette or the needle remains as close as possible to the edge A B. After this first antigen solution is solidified, a second is poured (designated by 3), then a third if needed, etc. It is convenient to work under an infrared bulb which may be extinguished in order to allow the layers to jellify. If double diffusion is desired, a layer of pure agar of a chosen band width is poured above the immune serum layer after the latter has jellified (Fig. 2) . The immune serum in this case had been introduced into the chamber v/a a special canal, built in by a simple modification in the design of the pliant sheet (Fig. 2 ). This prevents any contamination of the pure agar layer with immune serum during the addition of the latter into the chamber. When several immune sets are to react with one antigen solution (Fig.  5 ), the reverse of the above positions is used, and the antigen solution is first poured parand to and along side C D. Then the immune sera with agar are poured in positions above the antigen solution. In every case, the cell is sealed as hermetically as possible, for example with melted wax.
Spe~iJi¢ ]~,ecipitation in
With this technique, one antigen present in several solutions (or one antibody in several immune sera) gives rise to one precipitation zone, which is continuous from one side of the cell to the other from the moment it appears. In simple diffusion, this continuity allows the identification in less than 1 day.
RESULTS

Nature of the Antigens with Allotypic Variability Concerned in the Reactions
to Be Analyzed.inMost of the rabbit sera obtained under the above conditions, precipitated specifically with the serum used for the preparation of the immunizing material (1, 2) . The amounts of precipitating antibody were often large, the amount of nitrogen in the precipitate obtained close to the equivalence point being occasionally more than 0.35 mg./ml.
The fact that the immunizing material was a specific precipitate, suggested that the immunizing antigen might be rabbit antibody. Evidence in favor of this belief was supplied in the following way. Several of the immune sera formed a precipitate as frequently as 95 per cent of the time when allowed to react with various rabbit sera. One of the strongest of them (No. 420) containing anti allotype a was allowed to react with a rabbit immune serum containing anti typhoid bacillus agglutinins. These two immune sera were mixed in a proportion of 20 volumes of immune serum 420 to one volume of agglutinating
The most suitable and convenient damps are pinces Acle No. 2 (Paris), or vidura No. 1 (Perri and Co., Birmingham, England).
immune serum, giving a slight excess of anti rabbit serum antibody. The mixture was centrifuged after 48 hours; the agglutinating titer of the supernatant toward typhoid bacillus O was 1:800 instead of 1:3200 in the control. The most evident explanation for this decrease was that the agglutinating antibody had been precipitated as an antigen by immune serum 420. The fact that the agglutinating fiter was only lowered and not completely suppressed is not surprising because, first, there is no certainty that all the agglutinating antibody had the same non-allotype antigenic specificity; second, because, even if it did, it was possible that only a part of this antibody had the allotypic specificity needed to be precipitated by the antibody of immune serum 420, as will be seen below (7) .
Since the antigen concerned in this reaction was endowed with the antibody function, it was necessarily a protein and more precisely a globulin belonging very likely to the -r-electrophoretic fraction. It would not be justified to conclude, from this experiment, that a part was played by the antibody function itself in the allotypic specificity. The anti rabbit serum immune sera obtained as described above are able to precipitate not only the immune serum used for preparing the immunizing material, but also the sera of the same or of other rabbits taken before any immunization:
Reactions Leading to a List of the Main Detected Allotypes
These reactions were carried out mainly in gels. The technique most often used in this work (simple diffusion in tubes) allowed, with a very small consumption of each of the reagents; first, to enumerate the allotypes that reacted with each immlme serum; second, to recognize an allotype when it was present in several sera by the mere aspect of its precipitation zone, this aspect being uniform for all the precipitation zones of one given allotype provided only that it reacted with the same immune serum; 4 third, to derive quantitative information concerning antigen concentration, drawn from measurements of the penetration; i.e., the distance between the interface and the leading edges of the precipitation zones (7) .
Unispecific Immune Sera.--In principle they are characterized by their reacting to give only one precipitation zone, with the "immunizing immune serum"; i.e., with the immune serum used for the preparation of the specific precipitate injected for the purpose of the immunization. It may be assumed that all the sera which are precipitated by one such unispecific immune serum contain the same allotype. One practical difficulty, however, in deciding whether an immune serum is really unispecific is that sometimes the immunizing immune serum was, for accidental reasons, not available for this reaction. This raised difficulties because the fact that an immune serum gives only one zone at a time with a number of sera is not sufficient proof that it is actually unispecific and thus reacts with only one allotype for it may happen that such an immune serum contains antibodies against several allotypes which are rarely present in the same serum. Immune serum 498 (Fig. 3 ) is an example of such a situation. In addition, because of the unusual kind of antigens concerned in these reactions, it might well be asked if, in the reaction of one unispecific immune serum with one given serum, the apparent unispecificity could not be due to several antigenic groupings being present in the given serum on the same molecules but present on distinct molecules in another serum. No evidence of such a possibility has been observed to date. Evidence of the identity of the allotypes which react with apparently unispecific immune sera was therefore needed and was supplied in the following ways. The best and most convenient evidence of identity resulted from a comparison of the precipitation zones. It may be seen in Fig. 3 that the aspect of these zones is fairly constant in (1) the more or less precise feature of their leading edge, (2) the maximum density of precipitate, 5 and (3) the extent to which the precipitate is redissolved in the part of the gel in which the diffusing allotype is in excess, account being taken, if needed, of the differences in penetration. Almost the only difference in the zones given by one unispecific immune serum is in their penetration which, when a uniform antigen is reacting, varies according to its concentration (see examples in Fig. 3, rows a, b, d, e, and f) .
Although the aspect of the zones was sufficient evidence of the identity of the allotypes, other evidence was occasionally supplied, which in each case confirmed their identity. An example of neighboring reactions in suitable cells, the description of which has been given above, is shown in Fig. 4 . Five sera 5 It is sufficient for the present purpose of identification that this constancy be true as a first approximation, as was previously stated (23). This does not imply any contradiction with the differences found by precise photometric measurements (25) , when the antigen concentration is varied.
It should be added, however, that differences detectable with the naked eye in the maximum density have been observed and that they seem to be more appreciable in the case in which the zones are weak and their penetration small (for example the zone of allotype d, Fig. 3 ). These differences were sometimes ascribed to the more or less perfect state of preservation of the sera. react with one given immune serum (1) in separate tubes (similar zones except for their penetration), (2) simple diffusion in cells, (3) double diffusion in cells.
When two apparently unispecific immune sera do not precipitate exactly the same sera, they obviously do not precipitate the same allotype. Allotypes a, b, d, e, f were distinguished in such a way (Fig. 3) . On the contrary, when two or more unispecific immune sera precipitate exactly the same sera, it is likely--and becomes more and more likely when the number of tested sera increases--that they precipitate the same allotype. This conclusion has been occasionally checked by neighboring reactions in suitable ceils. An example of such reactions involving three immune sera against allotype b is given in Fig. 5 .
It follows from all this that every time several sera are precipitated by an immune serum, anti a, anti b...there exists an allotype, responsible for the observed reaction, the specificity of which is at least partly the same in each of these sera. This does not exclude a priori the possibility that these allotypes may differ from each other in another part of this specificity which is not involved in this reaction. It is frequently observed that one given serum is precipitable by two such immune sera against different al]otypes. In such a case, it can be imagined that the specific structures which characterize two distinct allotypes present in two distinct sera may, when present in the same serum, be carried by the same molecules. The term "allotypic pattern" has been used in a previous paper (3) in view of this possibility. The number of aUotypes, or allotypic patterns described in that paper, was not less than four. The possible coexistence of two allotypic patterns on the same molecules will be discussed below and the term allotype will be still used even for allotypes present in the same serum.
Plurispec~fic Immune Sera.--Two kinds of plurispecific immune sera were found.
FIo. 3. In the 25 tubes of each horizontal row, the same rabbit immune serum (lower layer, with agar) reacts by simple diffusion with 25 different sera of non-immunized rabbits (upper layer). These 25 normal sera are the same, and in the same order, in the 25 tubes of each row so that, if the 9 tubes placed on one given vertical column are considered, their upper layer contains the same normal sera reacting with 9 different immune sera. The photographs were taken 7 days after the reaction was started, except in the lower two rows (8 days). The letter (or letters) written on the left of each row of tubes are the symbols of the allotypes that take part in the reaction with the antibodies contained in the immune sera; the number of the immune serum has been written between parentheses. A millimetric scale replaces the photograph of two tubes in which no reaction occured with anti f immune serum. In each row, the constant aspect of the precipitation zone ascribable to the same allotype is to be noted, in spite of its variable penetration. This aspect is usually quite different when the reacting allotype is different. Even when plurispecific immune sera are reacting (last two rows), the aspect of the zones permits one to identify in each row the zones of the same allotype. When the same allotype is reacting with two different immune sera, the aspect of the zones is usually not the same. The zones of the same allotypes are recognized because they appear in the reactions of the same sera, as may be seen by comparing the last two rows with those where allotypes b, f, and g, are reacting alone. D. Reaction in a suitable cell (Fig. 1 ) of one normal serum (S) with the three immune sera, each in contact with the normal serum and with the next innnune serum (or sera). Only one zone appeared almost immediately and was immediately continuous in spite of its variable density of precipitate.
E. Double diffusion of the same reagents. The white dashes indicate the interfaces between the different layers.
A. C e r t a i n i m m u n e s e r a give a p a r t i c u l a r k i n d of r e a c t i o n . E v e r y t i m e t h e y p r e c i p i t a t e a s e r u m , n o t o n l y o n e b u t s e v e r a l p r e c i p i t a t i o n z o n e s are o b s e r v e d in a c o n s t a n t n u m b e r --u s u a l l y t w o --w i t h d i s t i n c t a n d m o b i l e l e a d i n g e d g e s n o t v e r y far f r o m e a c h o t h e r ;
e.g., r e a c t i o n s of s e r u m 287, (Fig. 3 , t h i r d r o w a n d Fig. 6 ). One of the basic principles of immunochemical analysis by the gel method (whatever the technique used) is that, after elimination of the causes of error, the number of distinct substances with more or less different antigenic specificities that take part in a reaction is not less than the number of precipitation zones. Since the first statement of this principle (21) no sign of an exception has been observed by the author in a very large number of reactions (mainly simple diffusion). On the contrary, it was possible, in reactions with a large number of zones (five (26) , seven (27) ) to demonstrate that they were all due to as many different antigens, each having more or less different behavior on fractionation with ammonium sulfate. 6 It is therefore reasonable to draw from the reactions of immune serum 287 the conclusion that this immune serum reacts with two distinct allotypes with somewhat different specificities toward the antibodies of this immune serum. But these two zones, at the same time distinct and interdependent in a way somewhat comparable to Siamese twins, since one of them is never observed without the other, are not simply accountable for by two distinct allotypes such as a and b, for example. 7 If immune serum 420 reacts with an allotype a, immune serum 432 with another allotype b...it is not exact to say that immune serum 287 reacts with an allotype c, but rather with a sort of "family" c, of at least two members bound by such relationship that one of them is never observed without the other. There are other immune sera which react with another "family of allotypes." Immune sera anti g, Nos. 283 and 281, give similarly two zones each, more clearly distinct in the reaction of the former, so that there are also two allotypes of the g family. B. The reaction of certain other immune sera manifests itself by several precipitation zones which are not necessarily observed together; these zones are therefore accountable for by allotypes which are not interdependent of each other as are the members of one family of allotypes. They are easily identified by means similar to those used for unispecific immune sera. Examples are shown on Fig. 3 of reactions of serum 498 (two zones of quite different aspect) and of serum 489 (three kinds of zones), in which the mere aspect of each kind of zone makes it easily recognizable and easily distinguished from the other kinds.
Against one of the seven listed allotypes (f), several plurispecific immune sera have been prepared but no unispecific immune serum: to date, all the anti f immune sera contain a relatively small amount of anti g antibody. The reason for the presence of this antibody will be discussed later. However, the higher concentration of the anti f antibody allows one to dilute the immune 6 This does not prove in an indisputable way, of course, that clear and obvious exceptions will never be observed in the future.
7 It might be thought of a cross-reaction between the immune serum and these two substances. Thus a complex system would be realized (22, p. 352 ).
serum sufficiently so as to nearly always give a reaction which appears to be unispecific (example of immune serum No. 437, Fig. 3) .
The seven allotypes listed to date are designated by the following symbols: a, b, c, d, e, f, and g, among which c and g are families of at least two members. The study of one of those allotypes (e) was limited by the very small volume of the only immune serum available against it.
The plurispecific immune sera of the kind which contain antibodies against more than one of the seven listed allotypes or families of allotypes bring some light to the question raised above of the possible coexistence of two allotypic patterns on the same protein molecule. When such an immune serum containing antibodies against two different allotypes x and y gives, in its reaction with one serum, the zones characteristic of the two allotypes, it is demonstrated that the reacting serum does not contain merely two allotypic patterns .r and y present on the same molecules, but two kinds of antigen molecules necessarily take part in the reaction. If the precipitation zone farthest from the interface from which the antigens diffuse is the x zone, the antigen molecules responsible for this zone carry the allotypic pattern x and not y. If there is no other information, the antigen molecules responsible for the second zone may either carry y only, or carry both .r and y, realizing a complex precipitating system (p. 352 reference 22). Several plurispecific immune sera were found to exhibit in the reaction with the same sera, precipitation zones of two allotypes f and a, b and a, d and f, d and g, fand b, g and b, in which the first named allotype is the one responsible for the first zone; .i.e., farther from the interface.
Neighboring Reactions Inz, oh,ing Immune Sera of Differenl Spec~cities.--When no plurispecific immune serum against two given allotypes a: and y is available, it may be tried, in order to solve the same problem as above, to mix an anti x with an anti y immune sera in proportions suitable to demonstrate the independence of x from y and of y from x. It is also possible to allow these two immune sera to react in suitable cells (described above) side by side with a serum containing x and y. In the vicinity of the limit between the two immune sera, the anti x and anti y antibodies will, in a short time, mix with each other in all proportions by diffusion at different points of the gel. If a, and y are on separate molecules, there will be no continuity at all between the a' zone on one side and the y zone on the other side. This picture is identical with that obtained by the reaction of the same immune serum with a mixture of a .r+ v. and a x0 y+ normal sera. s When this type of reaction was carried out with allotypes b and f, b and g, c and f, c and g, results similar to Fig. 6 were obtained. Thus, in these instances, there was no systematic coexistence of the allotypic patterns x and y on the same molecules of the reacting serum, but there were x molecules without the y pattern and vice versa.
s x+ = presence of x allotype; x0 = absence of x; 3'~ = presence of y allotype; y0 = absence of y....
H o w e v e r , one often cannot obtain significant results with this kind of reaction because the anti x i m m u n e serum contains the y allotype and sometimes vice versa. I n the latter case, a picture similar to t h a t of Fig. 7 was obtained in which the x zone given by the normal serum was continuous with the x zone given b y the anti y i m m u n e serum. T h u s no light could be shed on this problem. 
DISCUSSION
Conditions Necessary to the Formation of Anti Allotype Antibodies.--It m a y be foreseen a priori t h a t the specific conditions are; (1) that one animal cannot elaborate, or at least cannot carry in its serum, free precipitating antibodies against an allotype present in the same serum; and (2) that a n t i b o d y formation against one given allotype cannot occur if this allotype is not present in the immunizing material, except in the case of cross-reactivity. T h e six allotypes a, b, c, d, f, and g have been looked for in most of the i m m u n e sera used for the preparation of the immunizing material and in the sera of the i m m u n i z e d animals. I t m a y be seen on Table I that these two conditions are always ful-filled with one exception to the second one. Immune sera Nos. 437,439, 456, 93 contain anti f antibody and also, in a much smaller concentration, anti g antibody, although allotype g was not found in the immunizing material. The presence of this anti g antibody is very probably accountable for by a crossreactivity between allotypes f and g. It may be observed, however, that no anti f antibody has been detected in the two anti g immune sera Nos. 281 and 283. This is not contradictory to the f-g cross-reactivity and this does not imply that this cross-reactivity is not reciprocal because these two anti g immune sera contained allotypef and, therefore, could not contain anti/antibody.
A few remarks are finally to be made on the competition of the different allotypes. In the immunizations of Table I , antibodies are most often found against allotypes that fulfill the above two specific conditions. 9 But in one given immunization, the amounts of antibodies against different allotypes are often quite different. Immune serum 334 contained a very large concentration of anti a antibody and much less anti b and anti c; immune serum 437, mainly anti f, contained only a very small amount of anti b antibody, etc. It might be imagined to tentatively account for these differences by different immunogenic powers of the different allotypes. However, even if their immunogenic powers were supposed to be the same, differences in concentration of the different allotypes might offer a sufficient explanation. If the density of precipitate and the average penetration of the zones characteristic of several allotypes are compared at the same time, differences in their concentration become obvious (see p. 387 in reference 26, a similar reasoning). Thus the concentration of allotypes a and/is, on the whole, clearly greater than that of allotypes b, d, e.
The Individuality of the DiJ~erent A llotypes
The individuality of the different allotypes may be considered from two standpoints: (1) the individuality of their respective specificities; and (2) the individuality of the molecules which carry these specificities.
Individuality of the Allotypic Specificities.--The evidence already supplied of this individuality is sufficient to demonstrate that something exists in the specificity of each of the seven allotypes or family of allotypes a...g, that does not exist in the specificity of the other six. The data obviously do not demonstrate that some of the allotypes do not have something common in their specificity (which actually may be considered likely). In fact, the question of the specificity common to several allotypes in all the individuals of the animal species will be discussed in the next paper (7) . In addition, some part of the specificity may be common to several allotypes without being present in all the individuals of the species. Such an example of cross-reaction between allot)pes f and g has been given above. The conditions necessary for the detection of a similar cross-reaction between two allot)pes x and y are that x be present without y in the immunizing material and that x and y be both absent from the serum of the immunized animal. The data in Table I show that while these conditions were fulfilled for the detection of possible cross-reactions between:
anti a antibody and aUotype g anti ¢ antibody and allotypes d, f, g anti f antibody and allotypes c, g anti g antibody and allotype c
Only one of these cross-reactions, that between f and g was, in fact, observed.
Molecular Individuality of AUotypes.--If two allotypic specificities x and y are considered when the immune sera anti x and anti y react respectively with two different sera, the specificities x and y are necessarily carried by two (or at least two) distinct kinds of molecules. It has been pointed out above that in the case when the immune sera anti x and anti y react with the same serum, the possibility has to be considered that the two specificities x and y, or rather the two allot)pic patterns responsible for these specificities (3), be carried by the same protein molecules. This possibility must be considered since at least two and sometimes more of the main six allot)pes (or allot)pic patterns) can be detected in almost all the sera, moreover, in a given serum each of the main allot)pes may coexist with each of the main other five.
It has been already mentioned that the concentration of certain aUotypes was obviously greater than that of certain others. If the protein molecules characterized by their reaction with immune serum anti x are more concentrated than those characterized by the reaction with immune serum anti y, it follows that there are at least two kinds of molecules on which the allot)pie patterns x and y are not evenly distributed. Even better arguments against a systematic coexistence have been supplied by the reactions of the plurispecific immune sera against several allot)pes. However, in the six mentioned cases of two allot)pes giving two distinct zones, e.g., x the farther from the interface and y the nearer, a strict and rigorous discussion of the results does not eliminate the possibility of a complex precipitating system, in which the antigen molecules responsible for the y zone would carry also x allot)pie patterns. Nevertheless, such a possibility was eliminated in the four cases of two aUotypes giving independent precipitation zones with the two immune sera such as those of Fig. 5 . If, in such reactions, the y allotype had carried also the x pattern, there would have been a partial asymmetric continuity of the zones. On the side of the anti y immune serum, as far as the anti x antibody would have been brought by diffusion, a zone would have appeared, lengthening with time similarly to the ends of the zones of Fig. 6 . But except for the limited zone appearing as a branch of the bifurcation of the zone of the x side, the latter zone would have been continuous with the zone of the side of the anti y immune serum. This would have been a situation somewhat comparable to that realized by the classical cross-reactions (of which an example is given in reference 23, Fig. 8 ). If results similar to those of Fig. 6 had been obtained for all the 15 combinations of two of the main six allotypes, one would have concluded in each case that each of the two allotypic patterns was carried in fairly large proportions by molecules carrying only this pattern. But the theoretical possibility would still remain that an appreciable portion of protein molecules carry both patterns at the same time.
In addition, it has not been possible to investigate all of the pairs of allotypes so that complete generalization about all of the allotypes cannot strictly be made. In the next paper in which the aUotypes will be classified and their relationships discussed, it will be seen that except in one case (allotypes a and f, immune serum No. 487), the two allotypes of each pair investigated above naturally belong to two different genetic groups.
However, even if the possibility of "mixed allotypes" cannot be for the moment excluded with certainty, it remains that no sign of their existence has been observed to date, and that separate allotypes do obviously exist. For this reason and for the sake of simplicity, we will keep speaking (at least provisionally) in terms of allotypes rather than of allotypic patterns.
SU'MMAR¥
The injection into one rabbit (with Freund's adjuvants) of a specific precipitate made with antibodies from the serum of another rabbit is usually followed by the appearance in the serum of the first rabbit of antibodies which precipitate the serum of certain rabbits but not of others. It was found that the antigen (or one of the antigens) concerned in the reaction of these anti rabbit serum antibodies with rabbit sera had an antibody function, and was therefore a protein. It was concluded that at least one serum protein antigen, the specificity of which so far has been considered to be uniform throughout the animal species, can instead be present in different individuals as different forms or allotypes with somewhat different antigenic specificities.
A large number of rabbit sera were allowed to react with a large number of rabbit immune sera. The gel method of immunochemical analysis made it possible to enumerate the allotypes that took part in each reaction. In addition, the technique mainly used (simple diffusion in separate tubes) made it possible to recognize the presence of one given allotype by the mere aspect of the precipitation zone in the reaction of one suitable immune serum with any serum in which the concerned allotype occurred. Neighboring reactions of sera, in contact with each other and with the suitable immune serum, in suit-able cells easily constructed in the laboratory, were carried out occasionally and, each time, their results agreed with the previous identification. The analysis of the reactions in tubes lead a, b, c, d, e, f, and g, of which two almost every serum.
The specific conditions necessary to a list of seven allotypes designated by or more (e not included) were contained in for antibody formation against an allotype are its absence from the serum of the immunized animal and, except in the case of cross-reactivity, its presence in the immunizing material. When these necessary conditions are fulfilled for several allotypes at the same time, their competition in the immunization seems to favor the allotype present at the highest concentration.
The individuality of six of the listed allotypes has been discussed independently of the part of their specificity that may be common to all the allotypes of one given protein antigen in all the individuals of the same animal Species. A cross-reaction of the anti f rabbit antibodies with allotype g has been observed. When two aUotypic specificities were detected in one serum, attempts were made to find whether they were carried by two allotypes, i.e. by two distinct kinds of molecules, instead of being the manifestation of two "aUotypic patterns" present on the same molecules. The presence of several allotypes in the immune sera made it often impossible to find definitive answers in this regard. However, for a limited number of cases of two allotypic specificities present in one serum, it could be demonstrated that at least a large proportion (if not the totality) of the two allotypes were independent of each other. No sign of a systematic coexistence of two allotypic patterns on the same molecules has been observed to date.
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